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Abstract

The blockchain universe is bifurcated into Bitcoin and many newer and emerging chains
based on Proof-of-Stake. Bitcoin is the most secure blockchain in the world, supported by the
immense hash power of its Proof-of-Work miners, but consumes immense energy. Proof-of-
Stake chains are energy-efficient, but face several fundamental security issues: bootstrapping
new PoS chains from low token valuation, susceptibility to long-range attacks, and unslashable
transaction censorship and stalling attacks. Babylon is a blockchain platform which at net-zero
energy reuses the immense Bitcoin hash power to simultaneously enhance the security of many
PoS chains. Babylon provides a data-available timestamping service, securing PoS chains by
allowing them to timestamp data-available checkpoints, fraud proofs, censored transactions and
stalling evidence on the Babylon chain. We illustrate how Babylon can be implemented on top
of Cosmos SDK to provide Bitcoin security to autonomous application-specific Cosmos zones.

1 From Proof-of-Work to Proof-of-Stake
Bitcoin, the first blockchain, remains the most valuable and the most secure blockchain in the world.
This security is provided by Bitcoin’s Proof-of-Work (PoW) protocol, with Bitcoin miners trying
to solve hard math puzzles by computing many random hashes. As of this writing, Bitcoin miners
around the world are computing in the aggregate roughly 1.4 × 1021 hashes per second. This hash
power is the basis of Bitcoin’s security, as an attacker trying to rewrite the Bitcoin ledger or censor
Bitcoin transactions has to acquire this immense amount of hash power, making a security breach
an extremely unlikely event. However, this security also comes at a tremendous energy cost.

Many newer blockchains eschew the Proof-of-Work paradigm in favor of energy-efficient alterna-
tives, the most popular of which is Proof-of-Stake (PoS). The most prominent example is Ethereum,
which is currently migrating from a PoW protocol to a PoS protocol Ethereum 2.0, a process 6
years in the making. Other prominent PoS blockchain include Cardano, Algorand, Solana, Polka-
dot, Avalanche among others. The PoS praradigm is also used in ecosystems like Cosmos where
there are many autonomous application-specific blockchains. In addition to being energy-efficient,
PoS blockchains also offer other advantages, such as fast finalization and the ability to hold protocol
violators accountable and slash their stake.

2 Security Issues with Proof-of-Stake
Despite these advantages, there are several fundamental security issues in PoS blockchains.
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1. The bootstrapping problem: The security of a PoS chain is proportional to its token valu-
ation. Many PoS chains, particularly ones that support one specific application like a Cosmos
zone, start small with a low token valuation. This makes it difficult for new blockchains to
support high-valued applications like decentralized finance or NFTs.

2. Long range safety attacks: The strongest security offered by a PoS blockchain is the ability to
hold double-signing attackers accountable and slash their stake. However, slashing is not possible
if a history-revision attack is mounted using old coins after the stake is already withdrawn. These
long-range attacks are infeasible in a PoW protocol like Bitcoin, because the attacker needs to
counter the historical total difficulty of the existing longest chain. In contrast, these attacks are
very cheap in a PoS protocol since the stake has already been sold and the old coin has very little
value. Long-range attacks have been well-known since PoS have been proposed as an alternative
to PoW, but there has not been a good solution. Present-day PoS blockchains typically resort
to off-chain social consensus checkpoints to thwart these long-range attacks, but since this type
of social consensus cannot be done very frequently, the stake lock-up period has to be set very
long, reducing the liquidity of the system. For example, 21 days is a typical lock-up period for
Cosmos zones; in Ethereum 2.0 it will likely be several weeks as well.

3. Unaccountable liveness attacks: Examples of such attacks are transaction censorship and
protocol stalling. Unlike double-signing, such attacks are hard to be held accountable in a
PoS blockhain. For example, Ethereum 2.0 attempts to hold protocol stalling accountable by
slashing non-voting validators through a process called inactivity leak [6]. However, an attacker
can create an alternative chain and make it public much later, in which it can claim it is the
honest validators that are not voting and should therefore be slashed (Appendix A). Moreover,
there is no known mechanism to hold the censoring of specific transactions accountable.

3 Bridging Bitcoin and the PoS Worlds

Figure 1: The Blockchain universe is bifurcated into two worlds: Bitcoin and the PoS world, with
their complementary strengths and weaknesses.

Thus, the blockchain universe is split into two worlds (Figure 1). In one world, there is PoW
Bitcoin, with an immense amount of hash power dedicated to support its security. In the other
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Figure 2: The Babylon architecture. Babylon is a PoW chain merge mined by Bitcoin miners.
Validators on the PoS chains post checkpoints, fraud proofs, censored transactions and stalling
evidence onto Babylon and Babylon provides Bitcoin-level security to these PoS chains.

world, there are many PoS blockchains, all are energy-efficient but have security limitations. The
vision of this project is to connect the two worlds by bringing Bitcoin security to the PoS world.

To this end, we propose Babylon, a blockchain platform which reuses the existing Bitcoin hash
power to resolve the above PoS security issues for any PoS blockchain which joins the platform. As
it reuses the Bitcoin hash power, Babylon consumes no additional energy. At the same time, under
Babylon, PoS blockchains retain their good features such as accountability and the ability to confirm
fast. Thus, Babylon combines the best of both worlds.

Babylon’s architecture is shown in Figure 2. Babylon is a PoW blockchain on which multiple PoS
blockchains can post information and uses that information to resolve safety and liveness violations.
The security of Babylon is in turn backed by Bitcoin miners, which simultaneously mine Babylon and
Bitcoin using the same hash power via a technique called merge mining (a technique already used
in several projects including Namecoin [1] and RSK [3] with various use cases like smart contracts).
In return for the security service they provide, Bitcoin miners will receive BBL tokens in the form
of block rewards and transaction fees paid by the PoS blockchains which use the Babylon platform.

4 Babylon: A Data-available Timestamping Service
Many of the PoS security issues result from the lack of a reliable arrow of time. For example,
long-range attacks result from the inability of a newly-joining node to distinguish between the
original chain and the newly created history-revision chain. At its heart, Babylon provides a data-
available timestamping service to PoS chains (Figure 3). Full nodes in each of the PoS chains post
commitments of confirmed PoS blocks, fraud proofs, stalling evidence, censored transactions etc.
onto the Babylon PoW chain, which provides a timestamp for each of the messages by virtue of
its location in the Babylon chain. PoS nodes then use the timestamps in conjunction with the
consensus logic of the native PoS protocol to resolve safety conflicts and transaction censorship and
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Figure 3: Timestamping on Babylon. Babylon PoW chain provides a record of the time of the
events happening on the PoS blockchain. These events include the confirmation of a PoS block (via
checkpointing) , issuance of fraud proofs, stalling evidence and censored transactions. The Bitcoin
miners provide the security of the Babylon chain to ensure that it is a reliable arrow of time.

to implement slashing of the protocol violators. For example, whenever there is a safety violation
in a PoS chain causing a fork, the timestamps on Babylon can be used to resolve the fork by
choosing the branch with the earlier timestamp on Babylon (Figure 4). Whenever there is a proof
of double-signing within the withdrawal delay period as recorded on Babylon, a PoS validator can
be slashed.

Because Babylon is secured by Bitcoin miners, the timestamps Babylon provides are reliable.
In fact, Satoshi Nakamoto’s original conception of Bitcoin was precisely as a timestamp server
implemented by Proof-of-Work [10]. However, our service cannot be realized by using the Bitcoin
blockchain itself to timestamp the PoS blocks. To achieve the security features above, the PoW
chain has to in addition guarantee that the PoS blocks being timestamped are available. Otherwise
an attacker can mount an unaccountable data-availability attack by posting checkpoints early on
Babylon but only release the PoS blocks much later. Thus, the PoW chain must also provide an
additional functionality of checking for data-availability of all the PoS blocks it is timestamping,
necessitating a new PoW chain, Babylon. Nevertheless, by having Bitcoin miners merge mining
Babylon with Bitcoin, the security they provide to Bitcoin can be reused in Babylon.

Babylon is minimalistic in the sense that it provides a data-available timestamping service and no
more. It does not execute the transactions on the PoS chains, it does not keep track of their validator
sets and in fact does not even need to understand the semantics of the PoS block content. It also does
not store the PoS blocks for the long term. All Babylon needs to do is to check the data-availability
of the PoS blocks it is timestamping, which can be done efficiently (eg. [5, 18]). This minimalism
allows the scalability of Babylon to support the security of many PoS chains simultaneously.
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Figure 4: An example of Babylon supporting three PoS chains. (a) In PoS chain 1, we see an example
of a PoS block whose timestamp on Babylon is sufficiently deep that even a conservative PoS client
can consider its transaction finalized. (b) In PoS chain 2, an attacker attempts a short-range attack
to fork the PoS chain, willing to be slashed. But it does not succeed because the upper canonical
branch has the earlier timestamp on Babylon and hence remains canonical. (c) In PoS chain 3,
an attacker attempts a long range attack by using the old coins withdrawn on the upper canonical
branch to create the lower branch. But the attack branch is created much later than the canonical
branch, as evidenced by the timestamps on Babylon, so the attacker does not succeed, unless it also
re-orgs the Babylon chain to remove the upper branch’s earlier timestamp. As long as the deposit
withdrawal delay is chosen to be long enough to make sure this timestamp is stable in the Babylon
chain, this is a very difficult attack to mount.

5 Security Features
In brief, the security features of Babylon are:

1. Babylon allows each PoS chain’s client to specify its desired Bitcoin security in addition to the
native security of the PoS chain, by waiting for the timestamp of its transaction to be sufficiently
deep in the Babylon chain, signifying a significant passage of time (Figure 4(a)). This finalization
rule is analogous to the k-deep confirmation rule in Bitcoin. It is particularly useful in the
bootstrapping phase of a PoS chain when the native security is weak. Just like in Bitcoin, the
finalization rule can be specified on a transaction-by-transaction basis; a transaction that does
not need the additional Bitcoin security can still enjoy the native fast finalization feature of the
PoS chain.

2. Babylon protects the PoS chains against long range attacks. A long range attack is mounted by
building a long fork using old coins, but such a long fork will have much newer timestamps on
Babylon compared to the canonical chain and will be rejected by the validators (Figure 4(c)).
Thus, Babylon removes the need to recourse to social consensus as in Ethereum 2.0 and other
PoS chains, and this is particularly useful for smaller blockchains which do not yet have a strong
community to achieve social consensus. Moreover, the stake lockup period can be dramatically
reduced.
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3. Babylon protects against transaction censorship and protocol stalling in PoS chains by allowing
a censored transaction to be timestamped on the Babylon chain. Once the timestamp becomes
sufficiently deep in the Babylon chain, signifying a significant passage of time, validators will
have to vote for that transaction otherwise they will be slashed.

A more precise statement of the security of Babylon is given in Section 8 in terms of a security
theorem.

In addition to these basic security features, Babylon can also provide other features by virtue of
the fact that it is a platform used by multiple PoS chains. For example. Babylon can provide global
fair ordering across the PoS blockchains it supports to facilitate cross-chain communication.

6 Related Works
Hypbrid PoW-PoS protocols. A Babylon-enhanced PoS chain is an example of a hybrid PoW-
PoS protocol, where consensus is maintained by both PoS validators and PoW miners. One of the
first such protocols is the Casper FFG finality gadget used in conjunction with a longest chain PoW
protocol [8]. The finality gadget is run by PoS validators as an overlay to checkpoint and finalize
blocks in an underlay PoW chain with blocks proposed by miners. The finality gadget architecture
is also used in many other PoS blockchains, such as Ethereum 2.0 [9] and Polkadot [16]. Babylon
can be viewed as a "reverse" finality gadget, where miners run an overlay PoW chain to checkpoint
an underlay PoS chains run by validators. This direction of using PoW to improve the security
of PoS chains has been much less explored. A recent work [15] uses (PoW) Ethereum to provide
timestamping for PoS chains to mitigate against long range safety attacks. Because Ethereum does
not do data availability checks, the security of this protocol requires a trusted assumption on the
PoS validators and the protocol is not guaranteed to be able to slash attackers if this assumption
is violated. In contrast, Babylon does data availability checks, which enables it to always slash
protocol-violating validators, and support a broad range of security features in addition to resilience
against long range attacks. In fact, our design of Babylon is closer to that of finality gadgets. We
leverage off insights learnt in a recently line of work [12, 14, 11], which provides the first provably
secure finality gadget designs.

Blockchain scaling architectures. Scaling blockchains is a longstanding problem. A currently
popular solution on Ethereum and other platforms is the shift of transaction execution from a base
blockchain to rollups which execute state and post state commitments on the blockchain. Emerging
projects like Celestia [4] take this paradigm further by removing execution entirely from the base
blockchain and having it provide only data availability and ordering. In contrast, the main goal of
the Babylon project is not on scalability but on enhancing existing or new PoS chains with Bitcoin
security. While rollups derive their security entirely from the base blockchain, the PoS chains are
autonomous and have their own validators to support their security. The main technical challenge
of our project is how to design the architecture such that the Babylon PoW chain provides the
appropriate functionality to a PoS chain such that the two can work together to achieve the best of
both worlds. Nevertheless, to scale up our platform to support many PoS chains, we can leverage
off scaling techniques such as efficient data availability checks and sharding.
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7 Protocol Specifics

7.1 Babylon Miners and PoS Nodes
The Babylon architecture (Figure 2) consists of two major components, run by two types of nodes:

1. The Babylon PoW chain, mined by Bitcoin miners. Bitcoin miners run a special Babylon client
in parallel with the Bitcoin client (Figure 5). Babylon client exchanges nonces and hashes
values with the mining software to merge-mine Babylon blocks. Babylon client also records the
commitments submitted by the PoS chains. Miners follow the same longest chain mining protocol
as regular Bitcoin clients, except for the fact that they also check for the availability of the PoS
blocks before accepting their commitments.

2. A collection of Babylon-enhanced PoS chains, each maintained by a distinct set of PoS nodes.
Each PoS node runs a special Babylon-embedded PoS chain client (Figure 6). This client is
built on top of an existing PoS client, but augmented with Babylon-specific add-ons to allow the
PoS node to post messages to the Babylon chain as well as interpret the timestamps of these
messages on the Babylon chain. The PoS protocols are assumed to provide accountability, i.e.
the ability to provably identify the PoS nodes who have violated the protocol rules. For example,
Tendermint consensus [7] provides such accountability.

Figure 5: Interaction of the Babylon client run by Babylon miners with the mining software in the
context of merge-mining. Babylon client uses the same hashing results generated by the Bitcoin
miners as a Bitcoin client, but the criterion of winning a Babylon block based on those results is
different from that for winning a Bitcoin block.

Figure 6: Interaction between the Babylon-embedded PoS chain client and the Babylon client in the
context of timestamping PoS block commitments.

Babylon miners are full nodes towards the Babylon chain, i.e. download and verify the validity
of all Babylon blocks. Similarly, PoS nodes download and verify the validity of all PoS blocks. PoS
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nodes act as light clients towards the Babylon chain. Thus, PoS nodes rely on Babylon miners to
hand them valid Babylon blocks, and download only the messages pertaining to their PoS chain
from the Babylon chain.

7.2 Types of Messages Posted on Babylon
There are four types of messages PoS nodes send to the Babylon chain for timestamping (Figure 3).
Each message is carried by a Babylon transaction, paid for by BBL tokens.

1. Checkpoints: PoS nodes periodically send commitments of confirmed PoS blocks as checkpoints
to the Babylon chain. Babylon checks for data availability of the PoS block before the checkpoint
is considered valid, recorded and mined upon on the Babylon chain.

2. Fraud proofs: If a PoS node observes multiple PoS chains with conflicting blocks signed by
overlapping sets of validators, it creates a fraud proof and sends it to the Babylon chain as
evidence of validators’ misbehavior. The accountability of the PoS protocol allows the PoS
nodes to provide such irrefutable evidence.

3. Censored transactions: If a PoS node believes that a transaction is being censored on the
PoS chain, it submits the censored transaction to the Babylon chain.

4. Stalling evidence: If a PoS node believes that the chain growth has stalled due to a valid
PoS proposal not gathering enough number of signatures for confirmation, it submits a stalling
transaction to the Babylon chain.

7.3 Babylon-Enhanced PoS Protocol
The Babylon-enhanced PoS protocol is constructed on top of a standard accountable PoS protocol,
with the following key additions on how PoS nodes use the timestamped information on Babylon:

1. Fork-choice rule: If there is a fork on the PoS chain, i.e. there are multiple branches, then the
canonical chain of the Babylon-enhanced PoS protocol follows the branch whose first checkpointed
block has the earlier timestamp on Babylon (Figure 3). This allows Babylon to resolve safety
violations on the PoS protocol.

2. Finalization Rule: A PoS block is considered Babylon-finalized if its checkpoint becomes k-
deep within the canonical Babylon chain (Figure 4). The parameter k can be chosen by an
individual PoS client: k = 0 corresponds to the standard finalization rule on the PoS protocol;
increasing k provides further security, analogous to increasing the parameter k in the k-deep
confirmation rule in Bitcoin.

3. Stake withdrawal and slashing for double-signing: A validator can input a withdrawal
request into the PoS protocol to withdraw its funds locked for staking. A stake withdrawal request
by a validator is granted (as a transaction in a later PoS block) if the PoS block containing the
request is timestamped in a Babylon block that is at least kw-block deep in the Babylon canonical
chain and no fraud proof of the validator double-signing has appeared on Babylon (Figure 7). On
the other hand, if a fraud proof against this validator exists, then the double-signing validator
will be slashed, and the PoS node that has input the first fraud proof to the Babylon chain
can receive part of the slashed funds as bounty reward. The protocol parameter kw is chosen
to impose a minimum delay on fulfilling a validator’s withdrawal request, measured in Babylon
block time.
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Figure 7: Delayed withdrawal request grant and slashing. A validator for the PoS chain-1 sends
a stake withdrawal request to its chain which is captured by the PoS block A. Block A is in turn
checkpointed by the Babylon block b. This stake withdraw request will only be granted and executed
at a later PoS block B, where B is generated by a PoS node that observes that the checkpoint of
PoS block A (i.e., block b) has become at least kw deep at Babylon and that there is no fraud proof
showing a double signature by the validator on the Babylon canonical chain. On the other hand,
the validator for the PoS chain-2 is not granted its withdrawal request and is indeed slashed, since a
fraud proof appears on the Babylon canonical chain before block b becomes kw-deep on the Babylon
canonical chain. This fraud proof shows a double signature by the validator on two conflicting PoS
blocks, namely C and D.

4. Slashing for transaction censoring: If a PoS node believes that a transaction is being cen-
sored on the PoS chain, it can submit the censored transaction to the Babylon chain. Once the
censored transaction is kc-block deep in the Babylon chain, any validator that proposes or votes
for a PoS block without the censored transaction in the block or in the block’s prefix chain is
slashed (Figure 8). This PoS block is called a censoring block.

5. Slashing for stalling: If a PoS node believes that the chain growth has stalled due to a valid
PoS proposal not gathering enough number of votes for confirmation, it submits stalling evidence
to the Babylon chain. Upon observing a stalling evidence for a valid, non-censoring block B,
each validator that is supposed to vote for B submits the vote to the Babylon chain as evidence.
Any validator that does not vote for B after the stalling evidence becomes kc-deep in Babylon
chain is slashed (Figure 9).

Thus, there are three key parameters in a Babylon-enhanced PoS protocol:

k = the depth of the timestamp in Babylon before a PoS block is considered Babylon-finalized
kw = the stake withdrawal delay requirement, measured in Babylon blocktime
kc = delay before stalling and transaction censoring is slashed, measured in Babylon blocktime

k is a PoS client parameter, and can be individually specified by a PoS client. kw and kc are
protocol-wide parameters, but can be different from one PoS protocol to another.
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Figure 8: Slashing for censoring. A censored transaction tx is submitted to the Babylon chain and
included in a Babylon block b. Let block A be the first PoS block whose checkpoint in Babylon is
at least kc newer than b. Any proposal building on A must include tx, unless it has already been
included. In this example, B will be slashed, but C will not.

Figure 9: Slashing for stalling. A stalling evidence for the PoS block A that failed to gather enough
number of votes is submitted to the Babylon chain and captured by the Babylon block b. Upon
observing b with a stalling evidence for A which is non-censoring, each validator is supposed to
submit its vote for A to the Babylon chain as evidence. Validators whose votes do not appear on
the Babylon canonical chain once b becomes kc deep are slashed.

8 Security Analysis
The following result is our main security theorem for Babylon. We assume that the PoS protocol is
built on a permissioned protocol (such as Tendermint [7] and Hotstuff [17]) which has the standard
accountability guarantee, i.e., 1) whenever there is a safety violation, at least 1/3 of the validators
will be irrefutably caught violating the protocol; 2) whenever there is a liveness violation, at least
1/3 of the validators violate the protocol (but not neccessarily irrefutably caught). We assume
a synchronous network environment where message delay between all nodes is bounded, and the
blocktime of Babylon, i.e. the average time between two Babylon blocks are mined, is set to be
much larger than the network delay bound (as is customary in longest chain PoW protocols).

Theorem 1. (Informal) The Babylon-enhanced PoS protocol satisfies the following security proper-
ties as long as there is at least one honest PoS node:

• Whenever there is a safety violation, either of the following conditions hold:

– S1: More than 1/3 of the total stake is slashed and the adversary has reorged k blocks of the
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Babylon chain.

– S2: Adversary has reorged kw blocks of the Babylon chain

• Whenever there is a liveness violation for a duration of more than kc Babylon blocktime, either
of the following conditions hold:

– L1: More than 1/3 of the total stake is slashed.

– L2: Adversary has reorged kc blocks of the Babylon chain.

Note that this is a crypto-economic security theorem. It explicitly states the costs the attacker
must incur to cause a safety violation and a liveness violation. It is not based on trusted assumptions
usually adopted in traditional security theorems, i.e. a consensus protocol is safe and live when a
majority or supermajority of the validators are honest and follow the protocol. Trusted assumptions
are not verifiable and are hard to interpret in economic terms.

The theorem quantifies Babylon’s securities features, described in qualitative terms in Section 5:

1. Bootstrapping: Let us first consider the case when the stake lockup period kw is infinite, so
we can focus on condition S1, the only condition that can hold under safety violations. This
condition quantifies the bootstrapping capability of Babylon. In a PoS protocol without Babylon
support, the highest cost to the attacker, with the stake lock up for infinite duration, is slashing
of 1/3 of the total stake. With Babylon’s support, this cost is increased: not only the attacker is
slashed, it has to acquire the hash power to reorg Babylon for k blocks as well1. By increasing
k, this cost can be increased arbitrarily, at the expense of increasing the finalization latency.
This tradeoff can be made on a client-by-client basis. Moreover, as a PoS blockchain grows in
valuation, k can be decreased as the slashing cost increases.

2. Long range safety attacks resilience: In a real PoS system, the stake lockup period is finite.
Without Babylon’s support and without recourse to social consensus, a PoS chain faces long
range safety attacks where the attacker has already withdrawn its deposit and cannot be slashed.
Condition S1 and S2 together say that, with Babylon’s support, the attacker must re-org kw
blocks on Babylon if it does not want to be slashed (kw = withdrawal delay requirement). Since
kw determines the liquidity of the staked funds, condition S2 quantifies the tradeoff between
stake liquidity and the attacker cost. This tradeoff results in much better liquidity than in
current PoS chains recoursing to social consensus.

3. Slashable liveness: The example in Appendix A shows that existing proposals like inactivity
leak cannot reliably slash attackers committing a liveness violation. Condition L1 and L2 says
that, with Babylon’s support, such attackers can either be slashed or has to pay to re-org Babylon.
The parameter kc determines a tradeoff between this re-org cost and the time it takes to recover
from a liveness violation.

9 Reference Design with Cosmos SDK
Cosmos is a well-known open-source blockchain ecosystem that enables customizable blockchains
(with PoS being the most popular type) with its production-grade and highly-modular SDK [13]. It
also enables inter-blockchain communications and inter-blockchain security among all the blockchains

1Re-orging one Bitcoin block costs about USD $0.5M, as of this writing [2]. Perhaps more importantly, 0% of this
hash power is available on nicehash.com.
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built using this SDK. Therefore, Cosmos provides both the tools (its SDK) and the platform (its
ecosystem) needed to demonstrate how to bring Babylon’s protection to PoS blockchains in practice.

To this end, we will first briefly review how essential Cosmos modules work together to protect
the safety and liveness of the Cosmos PoS blockchains, and then demonstrate how Babylon can
enhance the security of these blockchains via a straightforward module extension.

9.1 Cosmos Overview
Cosmos encapsulates the core consensus protocol and networking in its Tendermint consensus engine,
which uses Tendermint BFT underneath. Several interoperable modules have been built to work
with this consensus engine together as a complete blockchain system. Each module serves a different
functionality (such as authorization, token transfer, staking, slashing, etc), and can be configured to
meet the requirements of the application. Among these modules, the following modules are directly
related to security:

• evidence module, which enables the submission (by any participant of the system) and handling
of the evidences against adversarial behaviors such as double-signing and inactivity;

• slashing module, which, based on valid evidence, penalizes the adversarial party by means such
as stake slashing and excluding it from the BFT committee;

• crisis module, which suspends the blockchain in case a pre-defined catastrophic incident appears,
e.g., when the sum stake of all the accounts exceed the total stake of the system;

• gov module, which enables on-chain blockchain governance in making decisions such as software
update and spending community fund.

We note, however, that these modules currently are not able to handle the aforementioned attacks
such as long range founders’ attacks and transaction censorship. Moreover, in case catastrophic
incidents such as ledger forking appear, the system cannot recover from halt by itself. The incident
can only be resolved via human intervention, which can be either proactive and reactive:

• Under proactive human intervention, stakeholders of the system regularly agree on and publish
checkpoints for the blockchain to prevent incident from happening.

• Under reactive human intervention, when a forking incident happens, stakeholders get together
to decide a fork to settle the system with.

Since both types of interventions require stakeholder meetings, they are also called “social consensus”.

9.2 Enhancing Cosmos Security with Babylon
To enhance the security of Cosmos PoS chains with Babylon, we add a new module called BE
(Babylon-enhancement) to the Cosmos SDK. The BE module executes the protocol described in
Section 7 and only requires straightforward interactions with existing Cosmos modules. Some of the
key interactions are as follows (Figure 10):

• It implements the Babylon-specific add-ons such as the fork-choice and finalization specified in
Section 7.3 to output a Babylon-enhanced PoS chain.

• It monitors the PoS chain and creates the messages specified in Section 7.2 such as checkpoints,
fraud proofs, censored transactions and stalling evidences.
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Figure 10: Enhancing Cosmos Pos chains via a new BE (Babylon-enhancement) module.

• It communicates with the gov module to obtain approval of using community fund to pay for
the Babylon transaction fee.

• It submits the messages mentioned above, through a Babylon client, to the Babylon chain and
uses Babylon transactions to pay the miners.

• It also monitors the existing messages created for the same PoS chain and timestamped on the
Babylon chain through the Babylon client.

• In case any adversarial actions are detected, it submits the evidences to the evidence module and
the Babylon chain, and then works with the slashing module to slash the adversary nodes on the
PoS chain.

• In case of forking on the PoS chain, it interacts with the crisis module to temporarily suspend the
system, and proposes resolution via the gov module to recover the system, where the resolution
is derived using the fork-choice rule specified in Section 7.3.

• When withdrawal requests and Babylon-related PoS transactions are submitted to the Tender-
mint consensus engine, it helps the engine verify such transactions.

All the above interactions can be supported by existing Cosmos modules via API and data format
configurations. For example:

• Tendermint consensus engine: redirect the validation of stake withdrawal transactions and
Babylon-related slashing transactions to the BE module.
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• evidence module: add evidence types corresponding to Babylon-related violations;

• slashing module: define appropriate slashing rules corresponding to the evidences;

• crisis module: add handling of safety violations reported by the BE module;

• gov module, add two proposal types:

– use community fund to pay for Babylon transaction fees;

– execute fork choice decision made by the BE module.
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A Inactivity Leak Attack & Accountable Liveness

Figure 11: Inactivity leak attack. At the top is adversary’s private PoS chain. At the bottom is
the public PoS chain built by the honest validators. Due to inactivity leak, honest & adversarial
validators lose their stake on the adversarial and honest chains respectively. Client is confused about
which one is the canonical PoS chain as it cannot distinguish the adversarial one from the honest
chain.

Without a reliable arrow of time, inactivity leak can be exploited by the adversary to confuse
late coming clients and make accountability impossible (Figure 11) for liveness violations. For this
purpose, adversary starts building a private chain and stops sending votes or proposals to the honest
nodes. As honest nodes do not know about the private chain, they cannot vote for the private blocks.
Thus, they lose their stake on the private chain (top chain on Figure 11) due to inactivity leak. On
the other hand, as adversary does not vote for the blocks proposed by the honest nodes, it too loses
its stake on the public chain (bottom chain on Figure 11) due to inactivity leak. Finally, both chains
are revealed to a late-coming client which has to decide which chain to adopt. Although honest
nodes could claim that their chain is the canonical one and complain about the adversary’s chain
being private in the past, adversary could do the same for the honest validators’ chain. Since the
client was not present in the past and did not know that the adversary’s chain was initially private,
it cannot verify anybody’s claim. Thus, it cannot determine which chain is the canonical one built
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by the honest validators. Similarly, without the ability to verify any of the above claims, it cannot
reliably accuse any node of acting maliciously, which results in a lack of accountability.
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